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Early in 2016 Home Cinema Experience was established
by Sebastiaan Kahle, an entrepreneur with a specialisation
in sales and online marketing, together with René van
Setten who has been around as an entrepreneur in the
home cinema market for many years.

This knowledgeable team wanted to build a company
that goes for the best balance between the five elements
of a home cinema and deliver to the very highest of
standards. Those five pillars, according to the team,
are audio, video, control, acoustics and interior. With
help from Gerard Brouwer, Sales Specialist BENELUX
and Germany for the high-performance speaker brand
Procella audio, the team were ready to deliver top results
in sound and vision for their customers.

Sebastiaan explains, “Perhaps cliché to say, but we
are proud of all our projects because what we do, we
do with passion and create home cinemas beyond
the expectations of our customers. Clients need to be
200% satisfied and that’s the feeling we want as well.
The customer needs to have a continuously positive
experience in their home cinema.”

This particular client was searching the home cinema
market for a partner who was willing to help them with a
complete integration of equipment, acoustic treatment
and the interior of the home cinema.

René explains, “They came to us having the wish for a
home cinema in their new villa. What they wanted was a
room where they can relax or enjoy movies and concerts,
but did not know how to achieve that. After a successful
presentation together with Procella, we had a great
conversation in our showroom. At the end it was clear that
we had fully gained their trust and were given a free reign
to create the cinema they were dreaming of.”

As well as all the technical AV equipment, the team
was also responsible for the complete interior design and
correct acoustic treatment.

Sebastiaan explains, “Because we knew the cinema
needed to be created with a very high standard, we
spoke with our partners and shared the information of the
room.With the knowledge of Procella and Trinnov, they
provided us with a technical plan, so we were sure the
audio part was covered.We knew it was a match made

Are you experienced?
Netherlands based Home Cinema Experience took on some
tricky technical challenges with this high-performance room
and needed all their knowhow to get the job done.

The team
established
confidence early
with the client
and were able
to deliver the
complete package
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in heaven and we could offer the client a full covering
experience for the room.

“The 11.1.4 setup is delivered by three front speakers
of Procella’s P610 and the very powerful P18 subwoofer
in a special build baffle wall to house the speakers. The
rest of the audio is delivered by Porcella’s P5 speaker
series. All the speakers are supported by Procella
amplifiers. The Trinnov’s Altitude 32 was the only choice
to fully support the speaker configuration. Right from
the start of testing and configuring using the Trinnov, the
room really came to life.”

By placing the top model projector by JVC in a
specially built box and installing the three metre wide
screen by Screen Excellence with Neo-S screen fabric, the
team also achieved a knock-out image.

All the electrical equipment is also protected by
Furman power conditioners.

René explains, “With the knowledge that we are
working with high-end equipment and to extend the life
of all of the equipment, we have learned down the years
that any install of this type needs to have these units.”

A custom-made frame for the absorption panels
from acoustics brand Artnovion completed the look and
performance of the room.

At the back, the install team also included some
really beautiful hand-made Alps diffusers. The back
seats are upholstered in soft fabric and provided by
Home Cinema Modules. These were placed on a riser
which has been constructed in a way as to also serve
as a bass-trap.

The build was
complicated by the
awkward shape of
the room
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Sebastiaan explains, “To finish up and make the
technical part easy for the client, we have chosen home
control by Elan. An easy control of the cinema for the
client was very important and settings must not be altered
by pushing the wrong buttons. We made it easy to switch,
among other things, between their Oppo Blu-ray player
and the AppleTV.”

Technical challenges on this job sprung from having
to deal with a non-symmetric room. After a conversation
with Procella and the client, it was decided to build a wall
in the room to create a better audio environment and also
provide room to store all of the equipment as well as a
snack and drinks bar.

A really nice
marriage between
acoustic treatment
and design resulted
in a great looking
and sounding room

Dolby Atmos 11.1.4
project kit list
• 1x Trinnov Altitude32 16-24
• 3x Procella Audio DA-05DSP amplifiers | for 3x P610
• 1x Procella Audio DA-06DSP amplifier | for 1x P18
• 3x Labgruppen E10.4 amplifiers | for 8x P5Vand 4x P5iW
• 3x Procella Audio P610 ful range LCR
• 2x Procella Audio P5V wides
• 4x Procella Audio P5V surrounds
• 2x Procella Audio P5V back surrounds
• 4x Procella Audio P5iW heights
• 1x Oppo UDP-203
• 1x Apple TV 4K
• 1x Shuttle fanless mediaPC
• 2x Furmann power control
• 1x ELAN control system integrated in KNX environment

René concludes, “The equipment was, compared to
the interior, easily decided. The main challenge before
we could enter the room was the discussion about the
interior colours. Our favourite part is simply the complete
end-result. Looking at a room that has been fully designed
from start to end, and every inch has been thought
through. The total experience is also the favourite of the
client. We had the full trust of the client which meant we
would could handle the whole project. By showing 3D
designs at first, the client got a good idea of what we were
going to create. Together with our joiner we could build
an interior that was technically and aesthetically good.
Every time the clients walks in they need to feel it is a
special room where they can be in another state of mind.”

Home Cinema Experience 085 21 04 80,
homecinemaexperience.nl


